ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The design process using modern computer aided engineering (CAE) centers around three dimensional (3D) models generated through computer aided design (CAD). After the advent of concurrent engineering the design process could consider several aspects like manufacturability, assembly, process planning, serviceability, reliability, costing etc. generating huge savings for manufacturing corporations. Assembly being one of the most labor intensive activities in manufacturing, often constitutes the majority of the cost of a product [3] . Assembly evaluation after CAD modeling could be automated for the geometric aspects but actual physical trial enables the incorporation of subjective factors known to an expert assembly worker. Physical prototyping for assembly evaluation even with a rapid prototyping system has several drawbacks like cost and time for fabrication; modifications cannot be made after fabrication etc. Digital prototyping in which the physical properties are modeled on CAD models has been emerging as a cost effective alternative [4] . Stereovision and direct spatial interaction in virtual environments; enables realistic interaction unlike typical CAD modeling softwares. Ritche et al. [5] proposed use of virtual reality for manual assembly planning. Virtual assembly simulation tries to capture any assembly related issues during very early stage of the design which could be used for design improvement as well as assembly methods planning.
Several researchers over the years have implemented interactive virtual environments (VE) for virtual assembly [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . Most researchers use one-hand oneobject interaction paradigm in which hand motion is mapped to the avatar motion and virtual objects can be attached to one hand avatar at a time. There are several limitations to the onehand one-object interaction paradigm. Human wrist has limited range of motion, which creates limitations on achievement of desired orientation. Iterative grasp and release may be required to achieve a desired orientation in this paradigm. Also for large objects a small wrist motion would map to a large motion of the far end of the object making it difficult to achieve desired orientation. In real world a user would use both hands (bimanual manipulation) eliminating the above mentioned issues. Thus one-hand one-object interaction paradigm also lacks realism of interaction as it restricts the user to use only one hand in situations where the user would have naturally used both hands.
A new interaction technique 'Bimanual stretched-string single object manipulation' (BS-SSOM) [1] had been developed in this research. In order to compare this newly developed interaction technique with the existing one-hand one-object manipulation interaction; an elaborate user study is designed. The results of the user study are used for evaluation of hypotheses.
BACKGROUND
Human bimanual action was first characterized by Yves Guiard [11] . In his paper he proposed a theoretical framework to characterize bimanual manipulation. His proposal was to characterize bimanual action as a functional kinematic chain between the two hands. The between hand division of labor is modeled to be hierarchical in this scheme. This hypothesis has been experimentally verified [12, 13] . According to this hypothesis the left hand provides a frame of reference for the right hand to operate. As the hypothesis concerns only right hand dominant people this paper uses the terms right hand and left hand instead of dominant hand and non-dominant hand.
The advantages of two handed manipulation depend on the interaction design as demonstrated in an experiment [14] . It that experiment best performance was observed when the action of right hand depended on that of left hand (asymmetric dependent task). Whereas two hands were found to be worse than one hand due to generation of cognitive and sequencing errors, when performing independent subtasks. In the domain of Virtual Assembly simultaneous selection of an object using both hands is implemented by Seth et al. in SHARP [15] . It is possible to select the same objects using two haptic devices. In that research they use a sequential approach for solving the dynamics equation based on input from each device. Thus the actual manipulation isn't based on bimanual input.
In this research a new interaction device configuration consisting of a kinesthetic haptic device at one of the user hands and a magnetically tracked device at the other hand was developed. [1] The application development was built on the knowledge of previous virtual assembly implementations at the Virtual Reality Applications Center, Ames IA, US [8, 9, 10, 15] . The attachment of user hand avatar with the virtual object is through a virtual spring damper and an impedance based approach is used by sensing position and rendering forces. The physically based modeling for dynamics simulation is implemented in this research using Voxmap Pointshell (VPS) functions [2] . The user intended transformation of the manipulated object is sensed and the applied force and torque is estimated through the virtual spring damper. The reaction to the spring force is rendered at the haptic device. Forces due to collision and braking acting on the manipulated object are determined [2] . All the forces and torques acting on the manipulated object are applied to the manipulated object and the transformation and velocity are determined using a Newton -Euler dynamic solver.
Bimanual Stretched-String Single Object Manipulation
Using this configuration a new technique of object manipulation; 'Bimaual stretched-string single object manipulation' (BS-SSOM) [1] had been developed in this research. This technique decouples positioning and orientation of virtual objects.
FIGURE 1: BIMANUAL STRETCHED-STRING SINGLE OBJECT MANIPULATION
The left hand of the user holds a haptic device and the right hand holds a magnetically tracked device. A linear virtual spring damper connects the left hand avatar with the virtual object and a virtual link joining the left hand and right hand avatar is connected through torsional spring damper to the virtual object. Thus the positioning is dictated by the left hand position and orientation is dictated by the relative locations of the two hands. The haptic device as well as the magnetically tracked device provides only position input in this scheme. During this interaction left hand avatar is changed to a Cartesian coordinate representation and the right hand avatar is changed to a sphere to visually reinforce the Guiards functional kinematic chain hypothesis. The distance between the two hands can vary as needed and thus the user can control the precision of the orientation task.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES
Several hypotheses and research questions and are examined in this research. 'Hypothesis 1: There would be improvement in participant performance due to availability of the newly developed BS-SSOM technique as compared to the one-hand one-object manipulation paradigm for virtual assembly tasks'. The research question for evaluation of this hypothesis is 'How does the Bimanual Stretched-String Single Object Manipulation technique (BS-SSOM) developed in this research complement and improve the one-hand one-object interaction in virtual assembly?'.
The second hypothesis is 'Hypothesis 2: More hand motion as compared to the one-hand one-object manipulation, will be required for completing the task using the newly developed BS-SSOM technique'. A related hypothesis is 'Hypothesis 2a: There will be improvement in realism of interaction due to availability of the newly developed (BS-SSOM) interaction technique'. The research question for evaluation of these hypotheses is 'How much more hand motion is required while using BS-SSOM technique and what is its effect on manipulation characteristics?'.
The third hypothesis is 'Hypothesis 3: It would be possible to complete virtual assembly tasks without having orientation input capability at each of the hands using only the BS-SSOM technique'. A related hypothesis is 'Hypothesis 3a: There would be significant performance penalty when not having orientation input capability at devices held in each of the hands'. The research question for evaluation of this hypothesis is 'How does bimanual single object manipulation compensate for not having orientation input capability?' i.e. 'What is the penalty for doing away with 3DOF orientation input compared with (a) having 6DOF input at each hand (b) having 6DOF input at each hand along with the newly developed BS-SSOM technique?'.
The fourth hypothesis is 'Hypothesis 4: The utility of the newly developed technique would improve with task magnitude. In other words larger tasks would show more improvement in performance due to availability of the newly developed technique'. The research question for evaluation of this hypothesis is 'What is the effect of task magnitude on the effectiveness of manipulation when having and not having the newly developed technique?'
METHODOLOGY
In order to evaluate the hypotheses a user study was performed. This section describes the considerations, measurements and additional development for conducting the user evaluation. After that the user study procedure is briefly described. Participants in an experiment may differ in abilities from each other in several ways. The most important factors that could affect the experiment results are a participant's:
-Manual dexterity -Visual acuity -Spatial ability -Learning ability -Expertise Other factors that could affect the outcome of the experiment are -Fidelity of the manipulation instruments -Inherent variability in sequencing of actions It was decided that the participants be screened for manual dexterity and visual acuity including stereopsis. Screening for spatial ability was left out for future experimentation. Allowing the participant to repeat the experiment a few times as well as demonstration by an expert user would improve the expertise of participant. The inherent variability in sequencing of actions is decided to be minimized by encouraging the participants to follow the same sequence of actions as per their choice. Fidelity of manipulation instruments as well as the learning and spatial ability of participant remain unaccounted and are part of the 'setup limitation' and 'sample characteristics' respectively.
Measurements
An elaborate measurement scheme with measurement of several factors is developed in this research. Direct measurements -Task completion time (s) -Distance covered by each hand (mm) -Task Completion Magnitude (%) Indirect measurements -Efficiency of task completion -Efficiency of manipulation Measurement of task completion time ' ( ) ' is straightforward and is done in the software by querying the system time. The application was made to freeze if maximum time predetermined for a task was exceeded. Also the conductor of the user study could press a stop button to end the task. The distance covered by each hand ( ) ( ) is found by using the distance formula between the hand positions at successive iterations. As it is difficult to ascertain 100% task completion in each trial, instead the task completion is measured by employing a measurement scheme. In this scheme the assembly task is thought of as an error minimization task. Three distinct states namely initial, expected and final are used. The initial state corresponds to the way parts are presented to the user at the start of the assembly. The expected state is found by performing the assembly as best as possible. The final state corresponds to the state at which user determines that the task is complete.
FIGURE 2: TASK COMPLETION MEASUREMENT
The Fig. 2 . shows initial expected and final states of an example 2 part assembly. Only the local coordinates of the two parts P1 and P2 are shown. One of the parts in the assembly is selected as a reference and the homogenous transformation between the reference part and each part at the initial as well as expected state is found and saved. The homogenous transformation matrix (HTM) between the relative HTM of each part with reference to the reference part at the expected and initial state gives the initial error for that part. In the above example if part P1 is considered as reference; then the Eqn. (1) . gives the error HTM at the initial state. The superscript represents the local coordinate of the reference part the subscript represents the local coordinate of the part. Progressive Grouped-Assembly Scheme A simple progressive grouped-assembly scheme is developed in this research which allows the combined manipulation of several parts without merging their voxmaps (voxelized representation). This facilitates selection of individual objects even after marking them as part of groupedassembly. This scheme also avoids use of menus that would reduce the realism by using just the additional button on the haptic device and careful consideration to interaction design. In this scheme the user has to mark or unmark parts as part of assembly. At one time only one grouped-assembly can exist in the simulation which is sufficient for the completion of less complicated assemblies. Marking or unmarking a part involves selection of a part using the first button and marking or unmarking using the second button of the haptic device. Once two are more parts are marked as part of grouped-assembly they can be manipulated together just as if they are a single part. . When two or more parts are marked as part of groupedassembly, the relative transformation of all the objects marked as part of grouped-assembly with respect to the manipulated object is found out and saved.
The next step is to determine the physical properties of the combined assembly namely the combined mass m , the center of mass c . and the moment of inertia I The combined mass is obtained just by summing the individual masses of the objects. The center of mass of the assembly is determined by first finding the center of masses of each of the objects that are part of assembly with reference to the local coordinate system of the manipulated object. The coordinates of mass center of each object that is part of assembly are then weighted with the object mass and their contribution to the change in assembly mass center determined. For example the x coordinate of the center of mass of an 'n' object assembly is found by calculating:
Where the subscript 'i' refers to index of individual object. VPS assumes symmetric mass distribution around the mass center in all directions for dynamics calculations [2] . The mass distribution isn't symmetric even for most of the individual objects modeled and the largest of the 3 principle MIs determined from the corresponding VPS function is considered to be the MI around any axis through the mass center. In case of assembly it would be impractical to use the largest MI to be the MI around any axis through the mass center and thus an approximation as below (determined heuristically) is used.
Where the subscript 'i' refers to index of individual objects, 'd i ' is the distance of the center of mass of 'i' th object from the assembly mass center and 'n' is the total number objects in the assembly. Each object that is part of assembly is assigned the same mass and moment of inertia. Also the center of mass is determined with reference to the local coordinate of the individual object and assigned. When an object in the assembly is selected the physically based simulation finds the forces acting on the manipulated object as before and Newton Euler dynamic solver in VPS is used to determine the transformation of the manipulated object. After that in the next step; the desired transformation of each object (other than the manipulated object) that is part of grouped-assembly is found out by using its relative transformation with respect to the manipulated object saved at the point of assembly. The collision and braking forces and torques acting on the each of the objects that are part of grouped-assembly are summed up and applied to the manipulated object. The Newton Euler dynamic solver in VPS is again used to determine the final transformation of the manipulated object. This then again is propagated to all the objects that are part of assembly by using the relative transformation of each of the objects. This gives the final transformation of the objects that are part of the groupedassembly in one iteration. This transformation is passed on to the graphic rendering system.
Experiment Procedure
The experiment procedure consisted of screening, training and performing assembly tasks and a questionnaire. Screening for visual acuity was done with Snellen near vision chart. Stereopsis was tested using Randot test kit by asking each participant to identify a shape in a random dot background with two levels of stereopsis (500 and 250 seconds of arc) and graded circle test (400 to 70 seconds of arc) by holding the booklet at 16 inches from the participants eyes. Manual dexterity was tested using 'Minnesota Manual Dexterity Test' kit and administering 'two hand turning and placing test'.
Training consisted of introducing the setup and each interaction paradigm using an example assembly. Also training for the progressive assembly was conducted. After running the experiment once the participants were demonstrated the tasks with the newer interaction methods to enhance their learning. Next the participants were asked to complete the 3 tasks, each with 3 different modes of manipulation. The modes of manipulation were randomized to eliminate any bias due to sequencing. Maximum time of each task was set and the application froze and recorded the data if that time was exceeded. Maximum times were set to be at 45sec, 90sec, and 240 sec for task-1, task-2 and task-3 respectively. If the task was completed before the maximum time had elapsed the application was stopped manually by pressing a button and the generated data was recorded. The entire procedure was repeated at least 6 times by scheduling the participants according to their availability so that stable results were obtained. The average of last two runs are taken to get the final value of participant performance. At the end of the study a questionnaire was administered.
DATA ANALYSIS
A total of 10 participants ( 9 male and 1 female) participated in the user study. The age range of the participants was 21 to 31 years and represented the typical age range of possible early adopters of the technology. All participants were students at Iowa State University with manual dexterity (using the Minnesota manual dexterity test) scores for turning and placement varying from 44 sec to 74.5 sec. Each of them repeated the 9 treatments at least 6 times in order to stabilize the learning effect. The recorded data consisted of task time (s) , hand motion (mm) for each hand, task completion (%) and efficiency of task completion and efficiency of manipulation as described earlier. Treatment 1, 2, 3 correspond to the first task , treatments 4, 5, 6 correspond to the second task and treatments 7, 8, 9 correspond to the third task with mode1, 2 and 3 respectively. In Fig. 4 , the mean task completion is plotted by treatment.
The percentages in Fig. 4 are of the task magnitude of the corresponding task of the treatment.
The mean of distance covered by each hand while completing the corresponding task of the treatment is plotted in Fig. 5 .
FIGURE 5: DISTANCE COVERED BY EACH HAND BY TREATMENT

Efficiency of Task Completion
The efficiency of task completion is examined next. As explained earlier the values are equalized to refer to the magnitude of task-1 as 100%.The Fig. 6 shows distribution of the values for the 9 treatments. 
Treament
FIGURE 4: EFFICIENCY OF TASK COMPLETION BY PARTICIPANT AND TREATMENT
manipulation' for 'task-1' is -2.377% , for 'task-2' is 20.023% and for 'task-3' is 11.101% giving a grand mean of 9.58% ~10%. Also individual participants showed as high improvement as 19.1% for task1 (short task), 61.32% for task-2(medium task) and 53.93% for task-3(long task). As compared to One-hand one-object manipulation the mean percent change in efficiency of task completion while using the 'Only bimanual single object orientation Mode' for task-1 (short task) is -32.23%, for task-2 (medium task) it is -8.46% and for task-3 (long task) it is -24.8%. As compared to 'Optional bimanual single object orientation' mode the mean percent change in efficiency of task completion equalized using 'Only bimanual single object orientation' mode for task-1 (short task) is -26.82%, for task-2 (medium task) it is -20.52% and for task-3 (long task) it is -31.73%.
In order to account for variability in participant ability a two way analysis of variance in which participants and treatments are considered as variables is used. The least square fit model is fit to the data using statistical analysis software JMP. Figure 7 shows the actual against predicted plot of the whole model. As seen from the plot, as the confidence curves cross the 'line of the mean' it can be inferred that the line of fit fits significantly better to the data points as compared to the 'line of the mean'. The RSq value of 0.81 indicates that the model accounts for 81% of the variation in the data.
FIGURE 7: EFFICIENCY OF TASK COMPLETION ACTUAL BY PREDICTED (WHOLE MODEL) PLOT
After this the treatment leverage is plotted (not shown) and the connecting letter report is generated using the Tukey's HSD test as shown in Tab. 3. After ascertaining that there is a reasonably good fit of the least square fit model with the entire data, the same least square fit model is fitted to individual tasks. In order to compare the effect of having the BS-SSOM technique, the Hsu Dunnet test is conducted with the 'Onehand one-object manipulation mode' (mode1) as reference. The results of the Hsu Dunnett test are summarized in the Tab. 4. In the Tab. 4 the levels correspond to the modes of manipulation. The Level 1 is the 'One-hand One-object manipulation' (mode-1), Level 2 corresponds to the 'Only bimanual single object orientation' (mode-2) and the Level 3 corresponds to the 'Optional bimanual single object orientation' (mode 3). A p-value of less than α = 0.1 would indicate statistically significant difference between the means with 90% confidence interval.
Efficiency of Manipulation
Efficiency of manipulation is examined by first plotting it. It can be observed from Fig 8. that the participants differ in their inherent abilities and thus the data shows a lot of variation. The mean percent change in 'Efficiency of manipulation (Equalized)' using the 'Optional bimanual single object orientation' mode over the 'One-hand one-object manipulation' for the task-1 (short task) is -12.36%, for the task-2 (medium task) is -14.97% and for the task-3 (long task) is -25.3%. Thus on an average -17.54% change in the efficiency of manipulation is observed. A two way analysis with participant and treatment as variables is performed using least square fit in JMP. Figure 9 shows the whole model plot of the same .
FIGURE 9: EFFICIENCY OF MANIPULATION ACTUAL BY PREDICTED (WHOLE MODEL) PLOT
As seen from the plot in Fig. 9 , the confidence curves cross the 'line of the mean' thus it can be inferred that the line of fit fits significantly better to the data points as compared to the 'line of the mean'. The RSq value of 0.79 indicates that the model accounts for 79% of the variation in the data. After this the treatment leverage is plotted (not shown) and the connecting letter report is generated using the Tukey's HSD test in Tab. 5. The least square fit model is then fitted to individual tasks. In order to compare the effect of having the BS-SSOM technique, the Hsu Dunnett test is conducted with the 'Onehand one-object manipulation mode' (mode-1) as reference. 
Analysis Of Questionnaire
Following statements were part of the questionnaire given to the participants at the end of the study. Question 1: Manipulation of a single object using both hands as implemented in this research improved the realism of interaction Question 2: Manipulation of a single object using both hands, was more useful for difficult assembly tasks. The participants were supposed to provide their agreement or disagreement on a 5 point scale. Tab. 7. summarizes the participant response. The numbers in the Tab. 7. indicate the number of user study participants giving a particular response. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first hypothesis expects that there would be improvement in participant performance due to availability of the newly developed BS-SSOM technique. Efficiency of task completion data is analyzed for evaluation of this hypothesis. A mean percentage improvement of 10% in efficiency of task completion across all tasks using the 'Optional bimanual single object orientation' mode over the 'One-hand one-object manipulation' is observed. Individual participants showed higher improvements. The statistical testing as described in the data analysis section; fails to show statistically significant difference between 'Optional bimanual single object orientation' and 'One-hand one-object manipulation' modes. In case of 'task-2', the 'p-value of 0.1489' using the Hsu-Dunnetts test is an encouraging statistic. The study was conducted on the general population of students, without screening them for spatial abilities. Screening for spatial abilities should be tried in future evaluation. It is expected (according to hypothesis 2) that more hand motion would be needed when using the newly developed BS-SSOM technique as compared to one-hand one-object manipulation. Efficiency of manipulation data is analyzed to examine this hypothesis. An across task mean percent change of -17.54% in efficiency of manipulation (equalized) using the 'Optional bimanual single object orientation' mode over the 'One-hand one-object manipulation' is observed. The statistical analysis using the Hsu-Dunnett test as listed in Tab. 6; shows a statistically significant difference between the means of data obtained using 'One-hand one-object manipulation' and 'Only bimanual single object orientation' in all 3 tasks. Also a statistically significant difference between the means of data obtained using 'One-hand one-object manipulation' and 'Optional bimanual single object orientation' is observed in task-2(medium task) and task-3(long task) but not in the task-1 (short task). Thus the results suggest support for the hypothesis. More hand motion corresponds to lesser use of distal muscles and possibly lesser fatigue, a factor not examined in this research.
It is also expected as per hypothesis 2a that there would be improvement in realism of interaction due to availability of the newly developed interaction technique. A good indicator of improvement to realism would be the division of motion between the two hands. As human bimanual action is asymmetric, it would be natural expectation to have more motion with the dominant hand. Referring to Fig. 5 . higher motion of the right hand as compared to left hand is observed in the third mode (treatment 3, 6 and 9) where the facility to use bimanual orientation was available as an option. This is less pronounced in treatment 1 or even reversed in treatment 4 and 7 that use the one-hand one-object interaction. The second way to evaluate this is by analyzing the participant response to question 1 as mentioned in the analysis of questionnaire section. From the response 50% of the participants are in agreement and 40% of the participants are in strong agreement that the realism of interaction has indeed been improved due to availability of BS-SSOM interaction method. This is a strong indicator in support of the hypothesis.
Hypothesis 3 expects that it would be possible to complete virtual assembly tasks without having orientation input capability at each of the hands using only the BS-SSOM technique. The Fig. 4 plots the mean of percent task completion of all participants using each treatment. The treatment 2, 5 and 8 correspond to 'Only bimanual single object orientation Mode' in which orientation input from individual hands is not available. As seen from the graph all participants are not only able to complete the tasks without orientation input capability, but also in case of task-1 and 2 the task completion is even higher than other modes of manipulation having orientation input capability. Also the standard deviation of the task completion using the 'Only bimanual single object orientation Mode' is found to be either lower than or comparable to other modes of manipulation. Both these statistics support the hypothesis. Hypothesis 3a expects significant performance penalty while not having orientation input capability. Again efficiency of task completion data is used to examine this hypothesis. The mean percent change in efficiency of task completion while using the 'Only bimanual single object orientation Mode' over 'One-hand one-object' manipulation mode across all tasks is -21.83%. The mean percent change in efficiency of task completion equalized using 'Only bimanual single object orientation' over 'Optional bimanual single object orientation' mode across all tasks is -26.37%. Both these values support the hypothesis. Using statistical analysis as indicated by the connecting letter report for the efficiency of task completion; significant difference between 'Only bimanual single object manipulation' Mode and 'One-hand one-object manipulation' mode is observed for task-1 (treatment 1 and 2) .Also significant difference between 'Only bimanual single object manipulation' Mode and 'Optional bimanual single object manipulation' Mode is observed for task-1 (treatment 3 and 2 ) and task-2 (treatment 5 and 6 ). Task-3 doesn't show significant difference in efficiency of task completion across modes. Thus the results for this hypothesis are somewhat mixed.
The hypothesis 4 expects that the utility of the newly developed technique would improve with task magnitude. The mean percent changes in efficiency of task completion using 'Optional bimanual single object orientation' mode as compared to 'One-hand one-object manipulation' mode are -2.377, 20.023, 11.101 for 'task-1'(short task), 'task-2'(medium task) and 'task-3'(long task) respectively. Referring to Table 3 . there is a statistically significant difference between the mean values of efficiency of task completion equalized obtained using 'Optional bimanual single object orientation' for 'task-2'(short task, treatment 3) and 'task 2'(medium task, treatment 6) but not between 'task-2'(medium task, treatment 6) and task-3 (long task, treatment 9) for 90% confidence interval. Also the mean percent changes in efficiency of manipulation using 'Optional bimanual single object orientation' mode as compared to 'One-hand one-object manipulation' mode are -12.358, -14.970, -25.300 for task-1 , 2 and 3 respectively. Referring to Tab. 5 there is statistically significant difference between the values of efficiency of manipulation obtained using 'task-1'(short task, treatment 3) and 'task-2' (medium task, treatment 6) and also between 'task-2' (medium task, treatment 6) and 'task-3' (long task, treatment 9) but not between 'task-1'(short task, treatment 3) and 'task-3' (long task, treatment 9). Thus the increase in efficiency of task completion as well as efficiency of manipulation between task-1 and task-2 support the hypothesis that the utility of the newly developed interaction method increases with the task magnitude. The 'task-3' requires an additional operation of combining parts using progressive grouped-assembly which may cause the efficiency of task completion as well as efficiency of manipulation to drop. The response of the participants to the second question in Tab. 7 indicates that all participants are either in agreement or in strong agreement; that the utility of this interaction method improves with task magnitude.
The preliminary evaluation of hypotheses related to this new BS-SSOM interaction technique has generated interesting results. Further studies could include participant screening based on spatial abilities. The results of the studies help characterize the interaction technique and could be useful for future interaction development. The BS-SSOM interaction technique has applicability to various domains, other than virtual assembly, that use bimanual single object manipulation.
